


Dear Friend of Brighton,
I love new beginnings and fresh starts, whether the 
season, year or decade. This sense of renewal is inspiring for all of us who create for you, much like it is when you look at your wardrobe with fresh eyes. 

More than ever, my team is looking at new ways to combine value with innovative design. With every piece we do, heirloom potential counts. Heartfelt design and handcrafted work have always been at the core of Brighton. To this end we are developing custom patterns in new fabrics like our African mudcloth-inspired textured canvas. The pearlized leather  that 

marbled-looking shade, oyster, that’s much like the inside of a shell. 

I can’t say enough wonderful things about these newest neutrals, but at the same time we are also seeing bold ideas emerge. Everything is coming up roses at Brighton, but look for our calming marine blues, too. You’ll see more and more of our custom patterns…as the surface of handbags and as linings. 

On behalf of the Brighton design team, best wishes for your own fresh starts. Do stop in soon and see how refreshing and spring-like we look. 

Yours,

Design Director
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1. Carina Woven Thongs $165 2. Belina Handbag $210
3. Haute Spots Sunglasses $65 4. Bliss Heart Pouch $100 

5. Lilly Medium Tote $165 6. Sugarshine Pouch $72 
7. Love Daisy Bib Necklace $92 8. Barbados Ziptop Hobo $200

shown on front cover: Millie Soft Tote $180 3
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opposite page, left to right:
Valencia Soft Tote $290 16.5”w x 9.5”h x 5”d, 10.5” handles
Val Small Shoulderbag $165 12”w x 8”h x 1.5”d, 12” strap

tickled pink
Ahh, pink! It’s where red goes on vacation. The very word has a tickle to it. But 
Brighton is forecasting even bigger things for the rosy pinks. Let’s stop by the 
drawing board of an authority on color and pattern, our own designer Catherine 
Hong, and get the word first hand. Why pink, Catherine?

“Well, it’s a color we really haven’t done too much of. Fashion icons of the past 
have made pink classic, like Jackie O in the Sixties. This mid-range pink shade is 
feminine and modern. It’s exciting to see it surface again as a main shade for spring. 
But today a woman doesn’t have to dress all-pink. I see pink as a new neutral. You’ll 
be surprised at its versatility. One rosy accessory punches up an entire outfit. I get 
very passionate about pink.”  

Look where the inspiration leads. Catherine has pinked up these embroidered 
florals. “I’ve created both the Small Shoulderbag and the Soft Tote in rose leather for 
2010, lining it with my custom Poppy Love pattern of splashy pink and black. The 
stitching is my signature trait. Leather is my canvas, thread is my paint.” 

Masterpieces like Valencia don’t come easy. Per Catherine, “About 165 yards of 
rayon thread go into making the pink-on-pink surface pattern of the tote alone, with 
almost 60,000 stitches taking an artisan 3 hours to produce. I added hand-braided 
leather cord handles to the bags, then an elaborate pair of leather tassels for the 
tote. With the great color and details combined, Valencia bags capture the spirit of 
the flamenco, don’t you think?” 

Catherine Hong
Brighton Designer
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top to bottom:
Sugarshine Large Wallet $105

Sugarshine Pouch $72 
30”-59” detachable, adjustable strap

Crystal Voyage Hinged Bangle $84, Crystal Voyage Heart Necklace $72, 16” adjustable
Brighton Starter Bracelet $22, Charms, Spacers & Beads $4.50-$26 each

Crystal Voyage Post Earrings $44
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Lilly Medium Tote $165 14”w x 9”h x 4”d, 11.5” straps

big bloom theory
The flowers grow bigger in paradise, they say. Bolder, too, in color and contrast. 

Splashy is the word! These new prints start the decade with exclamation marks. 

Brighton has been quick to put them onto canvas as the Poppy Love collection. 

Kim Cruser-Scott, our seasoned fashion designer who has helped Brighton 

grow and blossom through many springtimes, is all over this new bold direction. 

“When I first saw this custom floral pattern created by my Brighton designer 

colleague Catherine Hong I knew it had the right look, not just for the larger 

bags, but for our mid-size Lilly Tote in the Poppy Love group. In this pink and 

black scheme, Lilly looks fresh and contemporary, perfect for our fashion-forward 

customers who collect our unique lightweight fabric bags. For contrast on the 

inside, I added our complementary Ditzy Dots graphic pattern on the inside. Flowers 

just make you feel good! It’s the most feminine icon I can think of.” 

Kim adds, “The drama of the bold pattern and the happy feel of the coloring work 

well with the casual drawstring-look I created for the Lilly. The large grommets fit the 

scale of the flowers, too, as the special handmade leather straps thread through 

the hardware. These straps, incidentally, are special in themselves, composed of 8 

strands of leather laced together by our artisans. With the magnetic close, and the 

top-stitched Mestizo leather edges and corners, it’s such an easy silhouette to use 

and wear and love. A woman will enjoy this bag for years. It’s got joie de vivre!” 

 

Kim Cruser-Scott
Brighton Designer
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Infinity Flower Hoop Earrings $36, Infinity Flower Bangle $64
Infinity Flower Bib Necklace $90, 16” adjustable

Brighton Starter Bracelet $22, Charms, Spacers & Beads $4.50-$26 each

Kayla Tote $180 
21”w x 13.5”h x 4”d, 10” straps



Nichelle Tote $200 18.5”w x 11”h x 4.5”d, 8” handles
Corfu Woven Sandals $155

opposites attract
Who better to expound on the emerging fashion of black-and-white than Brighton 
designer Laura Foster. To meet her, you’d know why her creations are both highly 
functional and eminently playful. And why a streamlined style like the convertible 
Nichelle Tote is really two bags in one.  Laura is a person in perfect balance. She 
makes opposites work. 

“People in the design field are surprised when they learn I have a mathematics 
background,” Laura explains. Expect modern from Laura, but also a handbag that’s 
perfectly engineered and will be loved day in and day out. “It’s personal with me. I 
tend to think about functionality and features, and all the practical things our Brighton 
customers want. That’s why I was attracted to this new very high quality nylon 
fabrication for this tote, a nylon developed just for us. We worked closely with the 
mill to ensure it was super lightweight and had a beautiful polished finish. Its nice, 
soft hand allowed me to play with the volume and the pleated detail. Combined with 
our signature glossy patent croco leather trim, it is light, pouchy and fun. In black, it 
is anything but basic and yet it’s all about basic.”

The convertibility feature involves a clever inside snap closure that allows you to 
carry the bag as a wide, roomy tote or pouch it up as a different silhouette. “I added 
some fun on the inside, too, with a spotted leopard print lining that, if you look 
closely, is done of hearts. Up top, double hand-braided cord straps carry it off. I’ve 
tried to give the bag every contemporary advantage along with smart, sleek style.” 

Laura Foster
Brighton Designer
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Lilliana Small Tote $140 12.5”w x 8”h x 3.5”d, 10” straps
opposite page: Belina Handbag $210 14”w x 7”h x 3”d, 10” straps
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1716

Poppy Love Vinyl Tote $165 17”w x 11.5”h x 5”d, 7” handles
includes two zippered pouches

opposite page, clockwise from top left: 
Op Flower Bangle $45, Op Flower Necklace $48, 16” adjustable
Op Flower French Wire Earrings $38

Brighton Starter Bracelet $22, Contempo Charm Clasp $10 
Charms, Spacers & Beads $4.50-$26 each

Portofino Necklace $64, 16” adjustable
Portofino French Wire Earrings $45
Portofino Bracelet $72



Ali Doctor Bag $210 11”w x 7”h x 6”d, 8” straps
opposite page: Blondie Messenger Bag $250 12”w x 12”h x 1”d, 13”-25” adjustable strap
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Calypso Coated Tote $160 13”w x 11”h x 6”d, 9.5” straps
Bliss Heart Pouch $100

pool your blues
Blue comes in waves, and it’s peaking right now. Designer Catherine Hong, our 
expert in such color matters, is calling this blue-of-the-moment shade “Pool”. “Think 
water, sea, shore—and everything refreshing,” she says, adding, “there is a hint of 
aqua to this newest blue, and it mingles very well with navy. There is a sportiness 
to it, too, making it ideal for print adaptations and the accessories that play right into 
our lifestyles. I love the tranquility. Pool blue is classic, and it’s classy.” 

Catherine took this sporty blue and ran with it, creating the custom honeycomb-like 
geometic pattern of pinwheels/flowers that became the basis for Brighton’s happy 
new Calypso Coated Tote. “It is a polyurethane-coated canvas,” she explains, so 
the pattern has an under-the-glass look to it. It feels active to me, and it is very 
durable. Calypso is not just for show; it is for going and doing. I had the beach, 
gym, class, and of course the pool in mind when I designed this roomy bag. I 
included a lively pattern of dots inside the tote, so it’s Brighton’d up through and 
through. 

Catherine adds, “Notice the extra little feature I have added to the design, just 
under the front-side tabs of the double croco handles. Small D-rings are there for 
attaching a handbag chain for charms. We’ve already added two favorite charms 
from the Brighton collections, but this allows a woman to customize the Calypso on 
her own.” The tote comes with a magnetic closure, for who wants the sunscreen or 
sunglasses to tumble out while strolling the Boardwalk? 

Catherine Hong
Brighton Designer
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top to bottom:
Brighton Starter Bracelet $22 
Contempo Charm Clasp $10
Charms, Spacers & Beads 
$4.50-$26 each 
Love Me Do French 
Wire Earrings $30
Love Me Do Bangle $45
Love Me Do Necklace $42
16” adjustable

Jett Soft Hobo $175 
14.5”w x 6”h x 3”d, 11” strap

Orla  Thong $105
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City Clutch $190 11”w x 5”h x 3”d, 9” chain strap
Fiji Woven Dress Sandal $190

the new neutrals
Goodbye, bland. Farewell, fade to neutral. The luster leathers, polished with a 
mineral shine, are the what’s-happening-now in the light, go-with-everything palette. 
Once Brighton designer Elle Walker took this oyster shade of patent croco into 
her hands, the real magic started to happen. “It’s like the inside of a shell,” she 
says. “The Italian tannery has given the leather a marbled look that mingles the rich 
nuances. Look closely to see all the soft grays and warm beiges and the most 
wonderful pearlized sheen. All of us at Brighton, if I may coin a term, have been 
‘lustering’ after it.”

Elle’s fondness for the leather has materialized as the City Clutch. “I liked all the 
ways I could manipulate the shine and the softness. By cutting the pattern on the 
diagonal it creates diamond shapes that swirl the colors even more. I added lots 
of seams and pleating, topping the clutch with a swirly-patterned pierced ball. This 
jewelry-like finial lift-lock clasp is actually new technology for us. The silverplate ball 
is a single piece with the frame of the clutch. The chain is very unusual, too, with its 
large links of silverplate, like a necklace.”

Elle is also known for her practical, less-is-more thinking, making function part 
of the fashion. “I’m a city girl, It’s a city girl clutch,” she says emphatically. That 
means the bag makes the smooth transition from office to evening. It’s neutral and 
contemporary by day, dressy and sophisticated after dark as the lights hit the pearly 
oyster. “The clutch, due to its full pleating, has room for all the necessities, too,” Elle 
says. For a bag to be truly beautiful it must do its job.

Elle Walker
Brighton Designer
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top to bottom:
First Kiss Coin Purse $48

Love Letters Necklace $58
16” adjustable

 Cher Checkbook $56
Twister ID Card Case $56

Cher Small Wallet $58
Serene Rose Lipstick Case $40
Love Letters Toggle Bracelet $68

Cher Croco Shoulderbag $260 
12”w x 11”h x 3.5”d, 11.5” strap
Carina Woven Thongs $165
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Barbados Ziptop Hobo $200 11”w x 8”h x 3”d, 12” strap
Sunkissed Medium Wallet $94

craftastic
Beth Barror has a stellar reputation as Brighton’s no-nonsense designer. That, 

however, does not preclude having fun with a handbag or accessory design. She 

simply knows the things that matter, and how to do them very, very well. In her own 

words, “I’m a casual, down-to-earth person, and that’s reflected in all my choices. I 

like what feels comfortable. I gravitate to the handcrafts, and value handmade things. 

My ideas come from the heart. For example, pebble leathers feel friendly to me. A 

pretty ornament or bead has spirit. Handbags that go with a lot of the fashions in a 

woman’s closet satisfy my sense of practicality. I do love and appreciate color. All the 

happy, bright things in my home serve as a constant source of inspiration, like my 

collections of vases, old bottles or vintage tiles from England. Design is personal with 

me. I like to create something useful, then add a wink and a smile.”

Consider the Barbados Ziptop Hobo, a premier showcase for both Beth’s artistry 

and Brighton’s artisan touches—everything that sets our designs apart. Per Beth, 

“I started with the pebbly leather, then added a tubular braided strap that’s the real 

star of this bag. It is a fusion of up to ten colors, and ten strands. It takes one of our 

artisans 60 minutes to braid a single strap. Since there is no cording in these straps, 

just soft leather, I find it easily molds to the wearer’s shoulder. I crafted a sample 

leather tassel at my desk (the Barbados wink & smile—Beth’s signature), when 

creating this bag, just to be sure it would look exactly the way I wished. I looped the 

tassel through a silverplated heart charm, then chose pierced bands for the strap. It’s 

all the jewelry this bag needs, for I believe we have a classic on our hands.”

Beth Barror
Brighton Designer
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Barbados Ziptop Hobo $200 
11”w x 8”h x 3”d, 12” strap
Sunkissed Medium Wallet $94
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Eryka Soft Shoulderbag $200 15.5”w x 12”h x 6.5”d, 13” straps
Crete Embroidered Sandal $165

spot on
Like a woman herself, sometimes a fashion direction also has an inner beauty. Wild 
at heart, the animal and earthen-inspired patterns and textures coming to the fore 
this year offer more than meets the eye. 

Brighton designer Maricela Palacios, creator of the Eryka Soft Shoulderbag in our 
Wild Spots collection, tells it best. “They connect us all on a global scale, taking us 
back to our roots as humankind with their made-by-hand qualities and their use of 
natural resources. Their beauty integrates cultures, for aren’t we all searching for 
what we perceive as modern and beautiful?” Looking beneath the surface of its 
intriguing giraffe-like spots, the Eryka bag is a perfect example of what is happening 
on an artisan level. “I used an all-cotton weave, Brighton’s own take on the traditional 
African hand-woven mudcloth, to give the bag its unique texture and great feel. The 
stylized pattern even reminds me of a parched clay earth.”

Maricela, who has a gift for pushing the boundaries in crafty detail, points out 
more of the specialness. “For Eryka, I liked how the hand-braided cord handles 
complement the mudcloth surface. Then, I wanted to add an exotic flower 
ornament as a universal symbol of beauty. The resulting fob is detachable, so a 
woman can use it as an accessory in its own right. I gave the handcrafted ornament 
an authentic African touch by adding a fringed tassel and wood beads to evoke the 
joys we all experience working with our hands.” 

The really nice thing about the wild looks is that they’re here to stay, easy to tame 
and enjoy for years to come. 

Maricela Palacios
Brighton Designer
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top to bottom:
Haute Spots Sunglasses $65

Baja Braid Necklace $32, 16” adjustable, Baja Braid Bracelet $28
Charms, Spacers & Beads $4.50 - $26 each 

Eliana Tote $290 17”w x 13.5”h x 3”d, 8.5” strap
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Roselie Shine Shoulderbag $190 9.5”w x 6”h x 2”d, 10” strap

flower power
There are floral bags…and then there is a handbag that is a flower in itself! Roselie 
Shine is, perhaps, the most collectible Brighton design amongst our leathers. Its 
profusion of petals has become iconic. How did it blossom, we asked its creator, 
Brighton’s equally iconic fashion designer Kim Cruser-Scott. “I just started playing 
with these petals, placing more and more together and creating the volume on 
a handbag silhouette. Soon it emerged as a single flower. I tend to think three-
dimensionally, and I had a bouquet in mind. That’s what Roselie really is, a bouquet 
that became a handbag.”

Kim, whose fine arts background in painting and sculpture provides endless 
inspiration, says she is drawn to architecture for ideas. “Some see the massive 
scale of a building, but I tend to gravitate to its beautiful architectural detail.” In this 
case, Kim envisioned a flower.  “I’ve been seeing florals in the world’s top designer 
collections year-round. The flower has really become a seasonless design element,” 
she advises. Rose petals themselves are symbols of never-ending love. People dry 
them and press them and treasure them forever. It’s no surprise the flower, and the 
rose in particular, is now the height of fashion.” 

The Roselie Shine is a day into evening bouquet. “I added pretty silverplate jewelry 
touches to the bag, with a bracelet-like chain of 12 jewelry links for the shoulder 
strap and two for the center ties. To me it’s like a climbing rose vine on a latticework 
trellis,” says Kim. Making the bag even more collectible is the artisan leatherwork 
that goes into its production. Each domed petal is individually sculpted and molded 
by a heat and pressure process, then glazed. The curvaceous petals are stitched 
together layer by layer, with all the steps totaling about three hours of handwork per 
bag. That in mind, here’s to Roselie Shine now, Roselie Shine forever!

Kim Cruser Scott
Brighton Designer
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top to bottom: Roselie Shine Large Coin Purse $92, 
Love Daisy Hinged Bangle $62, Twinkle Rose Bangle $32

opposite page, top to bottom: Love Daisy Ball Post Earrings $38, Twinkle Rose French Wire Earrings $34
Love Daisy Bib Necklace $92, 16” adjustable, Twinkle Rose Long Necklace $62, 38” adjustable

Brighton Starter Bracelet $22, Crystal Heart Charm Clasp $13
Charms, Spacers & Beads $4.50-$26 each 39
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Jayden Embroidered Tote $200 
15.5”w x 10”h x 2”d, 9.5” straps
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